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0. Introduction. In this paper we define a Lie algebra R of dimension
p2n+1 over a field F of characteristic p > 2, which we show to be central simple
if n + 2 is not divisible by p. From the fact that all derivations of R are inner we
conclude that R is not isomorphic to known algebras of identical dimension
(except, possibly, if n - i(p2r + 2r - 1), r 3:1). If n + 2 = 0 (mod p), it is
shown that the algebra R2, of dimension p2n+1 —1 over F, is central simple and
also new. We finally perform a Cartan decomposition of both algebras.
As R is a subalgebra of the Jacobson-Witt algebra(2), we start with a brief
description of the latter: If F is an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0, let Bn
be the algebra of all polynomials in x1,---,x„ subject to the condition that
x{ = ■■• = x* —0. Then the space W„ of all derivations over F of B„ is the set of
all transformations

a:f=f(xi,-,x„)-*fa

= ^-a1 + ■■■
+ ^-a,„

for a 1;
in B„. Thus every derivation of Bn may be represented by an n-tuple
a = (au •••,a„) with coordinates in Bn. The space W„becomes a Lie algebra over F
with respect to the product f(ab) = (fa)b —{fb)a. It may be verified by elementary
computation that (al5••■,aj(ft1,bn)
= (cx,•••,£?„) with

(1)

=l B;"'-^-) (i-1--">-

We shall in particular denote the partial differential operators

(0,-.0,1,0,-,0)
i

by Aj.
Let F„ denote the Lie algebra over F of all n-rowed square matrices with
elements in F, with respect to the product [^^l
= AXA2—A2AU where AtA2
stands for the associative product of the two matrices. If M is a subalgebra of F„,
the direct product M x B„ will denote the Lie algebra over F of sums of n-rowed
square matrices A<p= (au^), where A = (ay) e M, (j>eB„, and the product of two
Received by the editors February 23, 1962.
(!) This paper was sponsored by the National Science Foundation (G-7317).
(2) Cf. [7].
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matrices is given by [Al<j)l, A2aS2]= {AlA2']4>i<t>2The construction leading to
the definition of the new algebras is based on the following easily proved result(3).

Theorem 0.1. Let M be a Lie subalgebra of F„. Then the subspace Lof all
derivations

a = (ax,-~,a„)

in W„ whose "associated

(2)

matrix"

\dXj/U-l.n

belongs to M x B„, is a Lie algebra.
Proof.

If a = (au---,an),

b = (bu---,b„)

are in L with associated matrices

B
in M x Bn, let ab = c = (cu •••,cI1) where cf is given by (1), and define the
matrix

in F„ x B„. Compute

dOi_dbt__dbi_ 5o»"I + £ _d_ /daA fe
dxj

* = 1 dxk dxj
k = 1 dxk \dxj)

dxk dxj \

t = 1 Sxt \dxj)

k

a"'

Writing this relation in matrix notation, we have

(3)

C = [AB] + (A)b - (B)a,

where (A)b denotes the matrix in F„ x B„ whose elements are those of A operated
on by the derivation b, and hence belongs to M x B„ since A does; similarly (B)a is
in M x Bn. Finally, since {AB'] belongs to the Lie algebra M x B„, so does the
matrix C; c is in L and L is a Lie algebra. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In the following, we shall specify the algebra M to be the normalizer of the
algebra of matrices which represent B„ in the regular representation with respect
to a natural basis. We characterize this algebra—as a linear subspace of Fpn—by

linear equations over F. Owing to Theorem 0.1, these in turn yield a set of linear
first order differential equations which cut out a subalgebra of Wp„—the new
algebra R alluded to in the first paragraph.
(3) A generalized version of this result is at the center of another paper in preparation. It
provides a common framework for all known simple Lie algebras of characteristic p > 0 not
analogous to algebras of characteristic zero (namely, all those of [1], [2], [3], [4], [7], [8], [9],

[12]).Aflrst incompletedraft of both papers is to be found in [5],
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1. Characterization of M. We assume from now on that p> 2. We proceed
to construct first of all a regular representation in Fp„ of the associative commutative p"-dimensional algebra Bm5=F[*i, "'»xj. We call the integer i, satisfying the constraints 1 ^ i ^ p", an index. Using p-adic notation we can denote

the index
i = (i0 + hP + -

+in-iP"_1)

+ l

(0 ^ ik < P),

in a unique way by its n digits—which we consider as ordinary integers, not as
elements of the prime field, unless they belong explicitly to relations over Fand we write

i = [«o»h»—.
Similarly, we shall write
x{0x2' •••xi"-'

= x[jo,i1;

•••,/„-!]

= x[i]

(0^/,gp-l,/c

= 0,l,-,n-l),

for all basis monomials in Bn, and order those in a natural way by the relation
x[i] <x[/']oi<j.

In these first sections, we will work with pairs of indices i and i + m'. The
following convention is used throughout: If m' ^ 0, let m = m' + 1; if m' < 0,
let m = —m'. In either case, m or m is an index.
The next two lemmas, which clarify certain properties of p-adic notation, will
be stated without proof, as they are easily established by elementary computation.
Lemma 1.1. Let i and j = i + m' be two indices with m' ^ 0. Then

(a) i„ + ro„ ^ p - 1 (n ^ k)ojß = i„ + mß(jt£ k) oi„ <,jM(n g k).
(b) iß£jß(ß<k)=>

Lemma 1.2.

:ik=jk

+ lomk

= p - l,ik ^ 0.

Let i and j; = i + m' be two indices with m' < 0. Then

h =h 0** k)>h ~ 1 £Jk

= ik~ 1, »V= 0 (/z^ fe).

In order to simplify the notation, we introduce for a pair of arbitrary indices i
and / the constraint symbols iYj and i Y*;>for /c = 0,1,
1, as follows:

(all ^).

It follows from part (a) of Lemma 1.1 that if i and m are indices, the product
x[i] x [m] is given by x [/] for; = i + m', m' = w - 1, if and only if;' is an index
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and i Yj; otherwise the product vanishes. Thus a regular representation of B„
with respect to its ordered basis is given by the mapping:
x[m]-+Anm,eFp„

(m = 1,.-.,»").

where m' = m — 1, and

^C= («y;„<)
with
^

lOij. m. = 1

if j = i + m' and i Y;',

^aij;m' = 0

otherwise.

Denote by B„ the associative algebra of matrices
■over F, and let M be the
normalizer of §„ in Fpn. That is, M is the Lie algebra over F generated by all
matrices A in Fp„ such that

{AX]eBn

(a\\XzBB).

Then M contains at least the subspace B„. Moreover if A is a derivation of B„,

{b,b2)A- (b^b,

= b^A)

(all bt eB„),

and it follows that the matrix in Fp„ determined by the mapping A:beBn-*bA

belongs to M also.
Denote by vk[f] the derivation vector (au •••,a„) in W„ with a, = 0, i / /c, and
a* = *[/]■ Let * and m' + Pk l + 1 be a pair of indices. It then follows easily
from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 that, for 1 ^ k ^ n,
(6)

x[i] i;t[m' + p*-1 + 1] = ij-xXp + m']

if i + m' is an index, and if either i Yi + m', or iY*-1i + m'. If these conditions
are not fulfilled, the left side of (6) vanishes. The matrices in M corresponding
to the derivations vk[m' + p*_1 + 1] in W„,for k = 1,
are thus given by

with components in F

(7)

— '*

., if j = i+m'

. fly7«' = ^

otherwise.

"i7;m'

and

(!"

\ h-i £h-i

C*# ft-1)
+ 1,

Now if A e M, the mapping XeBn-+ [AX~\is a derivation of 5„ which vanishes

if and only if [AX] = 0 for all X in J„, that is, if and only if A e J„(4)- Considering
now B„ as an abelian ideal of M, we can thus write

M - B„3 W,.
(«) Since 5„ is commutative, £„ is its own jy>-commutator.
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Hence M is spanned exactly by all matrices corresponding to the multiplications
and derivations of B„, and we have proved

Theorem 1.1. The algebra M has as basis the (n + l)p" matrices given

by (5) and (7).
2. Defining equations of M. In this section we shall consistently
following notation:

Nj = p"-pJ=[p-l,-,p-l,

use the

p-2,p-l,-,p-l]

(8)

o = o,i, -,»-1),
N„= p"=[p-l,-,p-l].

We note that if j and k are distinct from n, Nj < Nk if j > k. Denote
by {i, t} the (i, /)-component of matrices in Ff>„. For every fixed
m', —(p" — 1) ^ m' ^ p" - 1, we single out in particular—whenever these are
defined—the components

(9)

6j(m') = {Nj - m', Nj}

(J = 0,1,-,fi).

We observe that 0„ (m') is defined if and only if 0 ^ m' S! p" —1, and that
9k(m') is defined for indices k < n such that
(10)

- pk ^ m' ^ Nk - 1.

We characterize these conditions further by
Lemma 2.1. 7/ 6k(m') is not defined for some k<n,

i, i + m', i„^(i + m')ß for all n^k,
(i + m')k < ik —1 ifm' <0.

and if for a pair of indices

then (i + m')k = p—l

if m'^0;

Proof. Let m' S; 0. If 0k(m') is not defined, by (10), m' > Nk - 1, m > Nk, so
that m^ = p — 1 for p. ^ k. Since i + m' ^ p", ik necessarily has value zero, and
by Lemma 1.1, (i + m')^ = ip + m^ for n<k, (i + m')k = ik + mk = p —1.

Let m' <0. If ek{m') is not defined, by (10), p"-pk-m'
> p", m' < - pk,
in = —m' > pk so that rhj S: 1 for some J ^ k. But then by Lemma 1.2, we must
have (i + m'\ < ik —1.
Define further

(11)

0*(m')

as the component 0/m') of the matrix Ak,, for k = 0,1,
Then the value of
these components is exhibited in the following two lemmas, the first of which is
derived from (5) and (7) by elementary computation.

Lemma2.2. // 0 = m' g f - 1, 6l(m') = 1, 0j(m') = - (mk+ 1) for k^n.
While i/0 ^ m' ^ Nr — 1 /or r < n maximal, then for 0 ^; _ r,
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{k*j,k±n),

- K + 2),

m: # p — 1 =>

1.

0

= p —1 =>

(fc

- 1.

Similarly, if —pT ^ m' < 0 for some minimal r ^ 0, we let m = —m', with
Wj = 0 for j ^ r, wr_! / 0 if r ^ 1. Then Nr — m' = Nr + m = \_m0,■■■,mr_u

p —i,—,p —1]; while for r<j<n,

Nj - m' = Nj + m = [m0»—,mr-i,0,—,0, p- l,—,p-l].
From (7), we can thus conclude
Lemma 2.3. J/ - pr^m'<0,

forr£j,k<n;

/or

r^O

minimal,

6j(m') = - V, and 9%m') = 0/or

then öj(m') is defined

^ k.

For each value of m', let £ = £(m') denote the square matrix of variable order,
with elements in F:

(12)

(0,V)),

which by (10) can be defined for j, k = n,0,l,--,r

if 0 ^ m' ^ Nr —1 for r < n

maximal; and for j,k = r,r + 1,
n — 1 if —pr ^ m' < Ofor r ^ n — 1 minimal.
If m' = N„ - 1, let E(m') = (0"(JV„- 1)), an identity matrix of order one.

Lemma 2.4. The matrix E(m') given by (12) is regular for each value of m'.
Proof. We know that E(Nn - 1) is regular. If 0 ^ m' ^ Nr — 1, for r < n
maximal, suppose there are g subscripts j ^ r with my = p —1. Then 0 ^ g ^ r + 1
and if g > 0, we renumber these subscripts ju'"Jf
If g< r + 1, renumber the
remaining; ^ r as jt+w",j,+u
denote - (m7- + 2) by rp for p = g + 1, •■•,r + 1,
and let n = jr+2- Reordering the rows and columns of E according to the new
indicial sequence we obtain, by substituting the values of öj(m') given by Lemma
2.2, a similar matrix

where /f is an identity matrix of rank g and /I = (awv) a square matrix of

order r + 2 —g with

(13)

Hv = '«

Gu# r + 2 - g),

a„v = rv + 1

0* * v, v # r + 2 - g),

= 1

(all/0-
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Subtracting the first row from the remaining rows of A, we obtain a matrix which
is clearly regular for all values of
If m' < 0, the lemma follows directly from

Lemma 2.3.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.1. // i and i + m' are indices, and \m' | _ p" — 1, the components
{»', i + m'} of every matrix in M satisfy the following sets SC(m') of linear
equations over F.
h —1

r n —1

"i

(14) {/, i + m'} = - I Xk6k(m')+ \ I I, + 1 0„(m')if i Y» + m',
(15)

= -Xk9k(m')

ifiYki

(16)

= 0

otherwise,

where the components 6k(m') are given by (9), the constraints

+ m',

by (4) and where

the coefficientsin F
(17)

Proof.

Xk = Xk(i,m') = (i + m')k + I.

If m'^O,0„(m')

is always defined, and from Lemma 2.1 we know

that if 9k(m') is not defined for k < n, then by (17), Xk(i,m') = 0 for all
pairs i Y i + m' or iYki + m'. In case m' < 0, i Y i + m' is never feasible and
if 6k(m') is not defined, then again by Lemma 2.1, iY*i + m' is impossible.
Hence, no ambiguity arises out of the possible lack of definition of the 0k(m').
We next verify that these equations reduce to identities for {/, / + m'} = 0k(m').
Indeed in that case, i" + m' = Nk,

(i + m% m p - I,

Xu(i,m') = 0

0i / k),

(i + m')k = p - 2,

Xk(i,m') = - 1

(if k < n),

either i Y i + m' or i Y*» + m' and (14) or (15) reduce to identities.
We know that all Akm.satisfy (16); we now show that equations (14), (15) are
also satisfied by these matrices. Clearly for a # m', Ak satisfies l£{m') trivially
since all components {i, i + m'} are zero. While if m' < — p"~\
in = - m' ^ p"'1 + 1,

wn_, > 0,

we see from Lemma 1.2 that neither i Y i + m', nor / Y* i + m' is feasible for
any index i, subscript k, and so equations i^(m') imply that {/, i+ m'} = 0 for
all i, in agreement with (5) and (7).
Case I. Assume i Y i + m'. Then m' ^ 0, and we let m = m' + 1. By Lemma
1.1, if for some subscript j, ms = p— 1, then ij = 0 and (/ + m')j + 1 = p. Hence,
equation (14) determines the (i, i + m'} component of Akm,as
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[ ij + mj + 1] [ ek„(m')- fl*(m')] + 0,V).
1

In particular for k = n, we know from Lemma 2.2 that 6"n(m') = 0"(m') = 1; so
that expression (18) reduces to 6"„(m') = 1, which is in agreement with the
value given by (5).

If k # n, again by Lemma 2.2, öy(m') = 0j(m') if / ^

and if m,-# p — 1, so

that expression (18) becomes

(19)

\ik + mk + 1] [0*„(m')- fl*(m')] + ftm')

if mt # p — 1. While if mk = p — 1, expression (18) reduces to the function
0k(m'), which by Lemma 2.2 is zero; this coincides with the value given by (7),
since by Lemma 1.1, we must then have ik = 0.
Let mk # p - 1; by Lemma 2.2, 9k(m') = - (mk + 1) = 0j(m') + 1. Hence
(19) becomes ik + mk + 1 - (mk + 1) = it in agreement with the value given

by (7).
Case II. Assume i Y ki + m'. By assumption then (i + m')* + 1 = ik, and so
equation (15) states that
(20)

{/, i + m'} = - ik6k(m').

If m' 2; 0, by Lemma 1.1 we must have mk = p - 1; hence by Lemma 2.2, it
follows that this function has value zero on matrices A'm,for j / k, in agreement
with (5), (7). While on Akm,,since 6kk(m')= — 1, this component takes on the
value ik in agreement with (7). If m' < 0, it follows again from Lemma 2.3 and
the above relation that {i, i + m'} = 0 on A^. for j # k in agreement with (5),
(7). Finally by Lemma 2.3, öj(m') = — 1 so that, as before, {i, i + m'} on Akm■
is given by ik in agreement with (7). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The sets ^f(m') of equations (14), (15), (16), define the algebra
M as subspace

of Fpn.

Proof. Let A be a matrix in Fpn satisfying all equations i?(m'). Write A as the
urn of matrices Am. for — (p" - 1) ^ m' g (p" — 1), where Am. has {/,;'} = 0
unless j = i+m'. Then for each m, Am,satisfies equations £C{m'). From Lemma 2.4
we can conclude that there exist coefficients pu in F such that the components

6j(m') of the matrix
n

(21)

Äm. = Am.- I p^A*.

vanish for all j for which 0/m')

n=o

is defined. Clearly Am- satisfies SC(m') if Am.

does, and it follows from (14), (15), (16) that all components {i, i + m'} of Amvanish, Äm,- 0, and by (21), Am.«=M. Since m' was arbitrary it follows that A is

in M.
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3. The algebra R. Denote by Se*(m') the set of differential equations obtained
from the set -S?(m') of Theorem 2.1, by letting for all indices i,j, {i,j} denote the
differential function da^Xj

of the vector {au ■■■,apn)in Wpn. In particular

then,

we let

0/m') - {Nj - m', Nj} = -f^oxNj

(j = 0, -, n - 1, n).

By Theorem 0.1, the subspace of Wpnspanned by those derivations (a X,•••, ap„) of
Wpnwhich satisfy equations i?*(m') for all m', | m' | ^ p" — 1, is a Lie algebra,

which we shall denote by R.
Let i be an arbitrary index > 1. Then there exists a minimal r for which ir > 0,
and it is then easily verified that i Vi — 1, so that by (7), {i, i - 1} on A'_t has
value ir 0. We define the n derivation vectors

(22)

Ep = (0, £slf -,

tfV-i)

(p = 0,.... n - 1),

where the coefficients t"pin F are such that the associated matrix (2) of Ep is AL t.
Thus Ep belongs to R and in particular, for p = r, we have = ir # 0.
To simplify the notation, let the generator

(23)

xNj= Zj

and let the subalgebra F [Z0,

(J = 0,1, ••.,«),

Z„] of Bp„be denoted by C„.

Lemma 3.1. Let <f>be an arbitrary monomial of degree p in C„. Then for
every index i, R contains a derivation a\<j>) = (a\, ■••,a'pn) with a\ = <p, where
aj = 0 for j > i, and a'-, for j < i, is a homogeneous pth degree polynomial
in Bpn.

Proof. We prove this by induction on i. Let i = 1; we show al(<f>)= (</>,0,
0)
satisfies equations £f*(m'). If m' # Nj — 1 for j = 0,1,
ft, these equations
are trivially satisfied. Let first m' = Nk — 1 for k < n. Then the function

6j(m') = {NJ-Nk

+ l,Nj}

is nonzero on al(<p) only if j = k, and then 6k(m') = d(j>l8Zk.Now for (= 1,

{/, t + m'} = {1, JVj}= d(pldZk on a1^); since t = 1, 1Y Nk, and by (14), (17)
the coefficient of 9k(m') is given by - ((1 + m'\ + 1) = - ((Nk)k + 1) = 1.
Hence for f = 1, equations y*(Nk — 1) are satisfied for all k < n. For t > 1,
{/, ( + m'} = 0, while the coefficient of 6k(m'), given by either (14) or (15), vanishes, since t + m' = t + Nk — \ >Nk implies that [t + m')k = p — 1. Hence
equations ^*(Nk — 1) are satisfied for all k < n. Finally let m' = N„ — 1. Then
0/JV„-l) is undefined for ; < n, 0„(N„-1) = d<pldZnon a\<p). If t + m' £ p",
( can only equal 1, 1Y p", and the coefficients

Xk(l,N„-l)=

- [ (JV„)k+ 1 ] = 0
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for k = 0,1, ■••,«"—1. Thus both sides of (14) equal d4>jdZn,and we have
proved the lemma for i — 1.
Assume the lemma valid for i 2s 1, and let r be minimal with (i + l)r
by (22) the derivation b obtained from the product
Er(au —,

0. Then

0, •■•,())

has components bi + 1 = (i + l)r <j),bj = 0 for j > (i + 1). Moreover, if all a, are
homogeneous pth degree polynomials, it is obvious from (1) and (22) that all bj,
for j < (i + 1) also have that property.

Lemma 3.2. Let 0 # a = {au

ap„) belong to R. If i is the maximal index

for which at ^ 0, then af e C„.
Proof. We prove this by induction on — i. Let first i = p", ap» ^ 0. Then we

have p" Y j or p" Y*7 only if; = Nn or Nk, k < n; that is, by (1.6), {p",j} = 0
unless j = Np, p = 0,1,
n, and ap„ e C„.
Assume the statement for an arbitrary index i > 1. Then if i, > 0, and r is
minimal with that property, and (au
at _u 0,
0) belongs to R, the product
b = Er(au •••,aJ_1,0,

•••,0)

has components bt = 1,0^!,
= 0, / > i, by (22). Hence if
t 7^ 0, ai^l eC„,
the induction is valid and the lemma holds for all 1 ^ i ^ p".
If 0 is in Bpn, let the C„-projection of b denote the partial sum of polynomials
in Z0,Z1; •••jZj.inthe polynomial expansion of b. Denote by U„ the ideal of Bp„
spanned by polynomials whose C„-projection is zero. Then if b is in U„, so is

db/BZpfor u = 0,1,

n.

If (j>is an arbitrary monomial in C„ of degree p, let

(24)

D^)

= (a1,--,a;_1,(/»,0,-,0)

(/=

1,

p"),

where the pth degree homogeneous polynomials

(25)

aßeUn

(fi = 1, •», i - 1).

That such a derivation exists in Pv follows directly from Lemma 3.1; while its
uniqueness is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. Since for each i, there are pn+1 linearly
independent D^), we have proved
Theorem 3.1. The algebra R is p2n + 1-dimensional over F, and is spanned by
derivations D;(</>),given by (24), (25),for all monomials (j>in Cn,and all indices i.

By extension, if
(j> =

+ ... + (pkt

for monomials <pjin C„, we let

Dl<p)= Dfäj + ■■■
+ A(<M-
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Lemma 3.3. Let i, j, k be arbitrary
either ir= jr = p — 1, or:
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indices with i + j — k = Nr, r < n. Then

j or kY'jo

|
ir+j,

= p-2.

Proof. We write k = i +j - JV,as the sum

1 + I [<,+7/1-(p-l)>"+[ir+;V-(p-2)]pr.
Then clearly we have

(26)

k" ~ '» (a" ^ < ^

k" =

+J"~(P~V

o iß +jß^P-

(all H<r)

1

(all ^ < r).

Suppose ir and jr are not both p - 1; then ir + j, - (p — 2) < p, and if con-

straints (26) hold, we have additionally
fc, gi, + lo(tr=

i, + yr - (p - 2)4*/, +jr^p-2.

Moreover, if /cf ^ ir + 1, then clearly the three sets of constraints given in (26)
are also equivalent for all u > r. The lemma then follows by interchanging / and j
in these relations. By similar elementary considerations we obtain

Lemma 3.4. Let i,j, k be arbitrary indices with i +j —k = N„. Then

kYiok

Yjoi,,

+j^p-l

(all p.).

We are now ready to determine the multiplication table of R in the following

Theorem 3.2. If D,(</>),Dj(x) are elements of R, then their product is given by

<Ji# r),
[ 'r

= I Di+j-N W,)

Jr

"

A

ifi„ +;M= p - 1

(a// /i),

,1=0

= 0 otherwise,
where

^=-0P+

i)^z

+ ('p+ 1)^-0

(p<«),

(27)

Proof. We note first that if /„ + jß ^ p - 1 for all«, it follows that i + j' _ N„ +1,
so that Di+j_Np(\j/p)is defined for all p. Similarly, if iß + j^p—l
for p ?=r,
ir +y, = p —2, then i +j > Nr and Di+J^Nr(ij/,) is defined.
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0) = a, Dj(x)

•,6y,0, •,0)=6, with a(= #, by=x- Then by (1), the product D^Djix)

is a vector with components

f da^,

dbk

1

(Jfc-l,-,p").

And if we denote this product in R by

for polynomials ^ in C„, we see by (24) and (25) that nk is equal to the C„-projection of ck. Since by (25), bp, for p ^ jt ap, for p ^ /, are in U„, the C„-projections
of ck and of
_

dak

dbk ,

coincide. It follows from equations Jif*(j —k) that for every element in R, the
function {k,j} is either zero or equal to a linear combination of functions

(29)

9p(j- k) = {Np- (j - k), N„}

(p = 0,1,-,n).

If Np - (j -k)i= i, the function 9p(j - k) assumes at the element D^) a
value in Un. Thus, if k ^ i + j — Np for any p, the function {k,j} of a is in U„.
By interchanging / and
a and b, it follows symmetrically, in that case, that
dbJdXj must also be in U„. But then the C„-projection of (28) is zero, and nk = 0

for k^i+j-

N„.

Consider next an index
k = i +j - Nr,

0 ^ r < n.

Then Nr —(j — k) = i, and the C„-projection of dakjdxj is equal to the value of the

function
(30)

-lr(k,j-k){i,Nr}

at Dj(<p)so long as k Y j or k Yrj, and is zero otherwise. In the first case by (17),
kr(k,j —k) —jr + 1, and (30) becomes

(3.»

-tt + Dg.

By symmetry, the C„-projection of SbJdXj is equal to

(32)

+

so long as k Y i or k Y ri, and is zero otherwise. In case both ir=jr=p— 1» the
C„-projection of (28) is therefore zero under all conditions so that nk = nl+J-Nr
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and the polynomial ij/r given by (27) both vanish. If ir and jr are not both p — 1,
owing to Lemma 3.3 we conclude from (28), (31), (32) that ni+j_Nr is equal to ipr in
(27), so long as iu + jß ^ p — 1 for p j= r, ir + jr ^ p — 2, and is zero otherwise.

Finally, let k = i +j —N„. Then the C„-projection of 8ak/dXj is given by the
value of the function
r

n-l

(33)

1+2

(34)

2

A„(fc
J - k)

{i,Nn}

L
« =o
at D;($) so long as k Yj, and is zero otherwise. In the first instance, since
A^kJ —k) = jß + 1, this value becomes

By symmetry, the C„-projection of 8bk / cbc;is obtained from (34) by interchanging i
and j and replacing <pby so long as k Y i, and vanishes otherwise. Owing to
Lemma 3.4, we conclude that ni+J^Nn is given by the polynomial \j/„ in (27) so
long as i„ + jp St p — 1 for all p, and is zero otherwise.
Now the pair of indices i and j satisfies one and only one of the following
three alternatives: Either !„ +jß 5: p — 1 for all p; or ik + jk = p —2 for some

0 ;S fc;£ n —1, while + jß Si p —1 for p ^ k; or constraints
+ yM p —1,
p # k, ik +jk 2; p —2 are not feasible for any 0 £j k :g n — 1. Recapitulating
all previous results in this light, we obtain the statement of the theorem.
4. Simplicity. To prove the simplicity of R we start with a tool lemma; we
denote by Z the maximum degree monomial (Z0Zj ••• Z„)p_1 in C„, and we let
Lk

denote the subspace of R spanned by all D/<£j) with j ^ k. Also we denote by

I= O^i>■■■jXpi.)
the derivation in R whose associated matrix (2) is the identity matrix.

Lemma 4.1.
the property

// Dfap) is a basis element of R, let r ^ n — 1 be minimal with

that (i + l)r > 0, and let <pbe a monomial in C„ of degree p. Then

(35)

Dfcp)A«u
= HtylteJ

(36)

(37)

(p = 0,l,-,n),

D^)l = {p-\)D^),

D^)£r + (i + lyW^eL,,

and in particular

(38)

Dt(Z)Er =-(i

+ l)rDi + 1(Z) + 2 vD„(Z)

where Er is the element in R given by (22) (5).
(5) It is easy to show that Er = — D^r+i(Zf).

(some yu in F),
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Proof. Relation (35) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. As for
relation (36), it follows directly from (1) and the fact that all components of
Dj($) are homogeneous polynomials in Bpn of degree p. While relations (37) and
(38) are based on (1) and (22), and the fact that Z is the only monomial of maximum

degree in C„.
Lemma 4.2. If p divides n +2, the algebra R2 does not contain -Di(Z), but
contains every other element D^qS), with <pa monomial in C„.
Proof.

Let a = (au ■■■,apn),b = (bu •••,bp^) be two arbitrary derivations in R.

Then ab = c = (cl,---,cp„) with
(39)

cx=

T dat

2

m' = 0 ]_UXl+m'

.

bl+m.--^-

8bi
C-M+m'

1

a1+m.\.
J

Let m = m' + 1. Now 1 Y 1 + m' for all 0 = m' _ p" - 1, and by (14) the function {1,1 + m'} is equal to the linear combination of functions

[V (mk+ 1) + ll {N„- m',N„}- 2 (mk+ 1) {Nk- m'\ Nk]
U =0

J

k=0

on all derivations in R. Substituting this back in (39) for the particular derivations
a and b we have
p"-l

rn-l

Cl =

(40)
-2

2

m'=0

(m* + l)

k=0

-~r—

L

oz,fc

&m.+ i-^=—am,

0L,k

+ 1\ .
J

Let pt = p—l —mh and define the index /i = [/i0, •••,«„_!]; then /i+m=p',+ l
and we let p! = u - 1 = (pn — 1) — m'. We note that since n + 2= 0 (mod p),

the following identity holds in F:

2

(mk + l) + l = -\"i

k=0

Lfc= o

<ßk+ l) + l].

J

The first summation term of cx can thus be written as
p"-l

r"_l

2

m'=0

I

K + i) + ip^im,+1

Lft=0
p"-

1

J

rn —1

2

2

/i'=0

U =0

n u

(Ä + l) + l
J

°£>n

which is equal to
p"-l

(41)

2

1 j-n-1
r_1
2

■=0 lk = 0

"1 d

(mt + l) + l jr=-(aNn_m.bm.+1)
30Zjn
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If m' + 1 > Nk for k < n, then mk = p— 1. Hence the second summation
term of cx can be expressed as

(42)

Z0 + Si +-

+

where

Zfc= a?mto + D [-5Z-

~ -ÖZ7'

J•

Define the index v = [v0,---,vt,■■■,Yn_i~\= Nk + 1 - m, and let v' = v —1.
Since over F, mk + 1 = —(vk + 1), we can write

Z =
k

Z (m*+ 1)
m'=0

+

Z

v■=

da,
'Nk-m'
m'+ 1

dZ
v^k

db,.+l

(vt + 1) —5^— a„k_v.
dZk

(43)
Jvk-i

= Y(W/fc+i)8(fl**-":>'-">
Z
r =o

(fc= 0,l,-,fl-l).
We conclude from (40), (41), (43), that the coefficient of Z in the polynomial
expansion of cx is necessarily zero.
Owing to relation (35) it is clear that R2 contains all £>,(</>)
for all monomials <p

in C„ distinct from Z; while since yi = 0 in (38), it follows that Dy(Z) is in R2
for j>l.
This completes the proof of the lemma, and we can establish
Theorem 4.1. If p does not divide n+2,
R is a central
simple
p2n+ 1-dimensional algebra. If p divides n + 2, then R2 is central simple and has
dimension p2n+1 — 1 over F.

Proof. Let % be a nonzero ideal of R. Then by (1), through successive multiplications by suitable A,, we obtain a nonzero element d in 51 whose components
are all in F. If for some 0
^ n, the A/j-component of d is X ^ 0 in F, then

X~lDi(Zj)d = At is in 31 by (1). If all Ay-components of d are zero, then its
i-component is nonzero for some maximal i < N0, and repeated multiplications
by suitable derivations Er given by (22), yield, by (1), a vector d' in 91 whose
components are all in F and whose iV0-component is nonzero. Thus 91 contains
A1 = D1(1); but then multiplication by E0, £!,•••,£„_! generate in turn all
derivations Aj = T)}(1) for ; = 2, •••,p". Thus % contains all Aj and hence by (35)
all /->,(</>)
for monomials (f>in C„ distinct from Z.
Now the degree of Z is (n + l)(p— 1) which is congruent to one only if p

divides n + 2. Hence if pJCn+2,

by (36), since /e2l,

the

product
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D/Z) 1 = - (n + 2) Dj(Z) is in 21,D/Z) is in 31for all indices R = R2, and R
is simple and clearly central simple.
Assume p| n + 2 and let 31 be a nonzero ideal in R2. It follows as before that 31
contains all A,, and hence also Dj(<t>)for monomials (/>in C„ distinct from Z if
7 > 1, and D^cj)) for monomials </>distinct from Z or dZjdZp for any p. Since
p>2,
and n ä: 1, 31 contains in particular the elements / and £p for
p = 0,1,
— 1. The degree of dZjdZu being = 0 (mod p), we can then conclude

from (36) that all D^dZ/dZ,,) belong to 31. We must now show that D/Z) £31
for;>:2.
By Theorem 3.2, we write

(44)

Dl(dZldZ0)DNn(Z2) = D1(<l,n)
+DM+

2

0<p<n

,0/v)

where, by Lemma 4.2, i]/„ being of maximum degree in C„, must vanish identically.

Moreover, since (d2ZldZ0dZp)Z^= dZljdZp = 0 for p ^ 0, we have

(45)

ikp= 4>n= 0

(0 < p < n).

Finally, since (N„)0 + 1 = p, and (1)0 + 1 = 1, by (27),

(46)

= [dZ2l 8Z0] [dZ! dZ0]=-

2Z.

As the left expression of (44) is in 31, it follows that D2(Z) is also in 31, and from

(38) with Vj = 0 by Lemma 4.2, we can conclude that 31contains all Dj(Z),j ^ 2.
Thus R2 = 31, and R2 is simple and clearly also central simple.
5. Derivation algebras. In this section we shall follow the technique of
Block(6) and distinguish R and R2 from certain known algebras by exhibiting
differences in their respective derivation algebras. In order to show that every
derivation of R is inner, we need a few preliminary definitions and lemmas. To
simplify the notation we shall at first obtain general results by considering subalgebras of W„ for n ^ 1 arbitrary.
If Q is a subalgebra of W„ and x in Wnis such that Qx £ Q, we denote by ad (x),
the derivation of Q over F: de Q-+dx. We shall say that two derivations A, Ä
of Q are equivalent, and write A = A, if A — A = ad(x) for some x in Q.
Denote by Qp for p = 0,l,•~,m the subspaces of Q generated by all vectors
(ai,---,ar) with the property that al,---,a„ are all homogeneous polynomials in
Bn of identical degree p. If Qm ^ 0, Qm+i = 0, we say that m is the maximum

degree of Q.
Similarly, denote by Q* for p = 0,1,
(47)

p - 1, the subspace

ßP + ß,+„ + -+&,+,.

where kp + p ^ m, (k + 1) p + p > m. Then by (1), we have
(«) Cf. [2].
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tfi+i"1<?'

I g,*+j_(p+1)

otherwise.

The algebra Q will be called admissible if it can be expressed as a vector direct sum

(49)

ß = ß0 + Ö! +•• +Qm,

and if moreover Q0 is n-dimensional over F.
We shall say that a polynomial in Bn is truncated in Xj, if the Xy-exponent of
all its monomials with nonzero coefficients is inferior to p — 1. By extension, a
vector in W„will be truncated in Xj if all its components are.
Lemma 5.1. Let Q bean admissible subalgebra ofW„ containing the "identity"
vector I = (xl5 •■•,xn). Then every derivation of Q over F is equivalent to a

derivation A with (J)A = 0, (Q*)A£ Q* for p = 0,1,—,p —1, and (A,)A truncated in xtfor i = 1,•••,«.
Proof. It follows directly from (1) that

(50)

WI = {p-\)WoVe(£

(p = 0,l,-,p-l).

If A is a derivation of Q, by (47), (49) we can write (F)A = I£I0 a"
for elements ap in Q*; then letting

a = - I (p-l)-V,
we have

(51)

(I)(A-ad(a))eQ*.

Let Ä = A —ad(a); then A s A, and if b° is an arbitrary element of Q*, we

have Ib°=

b°,

(52)

(/)Ä0° = (fe0)Ä-/((b°)Ä).

By (51) the left side expression is in Q*, but by (50) the projection of the right
side expression on Q* is zero. Hence, (/) A b° = 0 for all b° in Q*, and in particular

((f)A)Aj= 0 for j = \,—,n so that (/)AeQ0. By (51), this is impossible unless
(7)A = 0. For p arbitrary, V in Q*, applying A to both sides of the equation

of (50), we have

(o")Ä/=(p-l)

(b")A

and again it follows from (50) that (bp)Äeßp* (Q*)Kc Q*.
We finally show that (Aj)A is truncated in Xj. Since A;Ay= 0 for all ij, we have
at once

(53)

(A)ÄA,.
= (A,)ÄA (alii,;).
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Suppose (Aj)K= (bu---,bn) = b. Then by (53)

for elements
in B„. If for some 1 ^ p ^ n, bß is not truncated in Xj, let be a
monomial of the form x1}'1^, i/rin l?[xi,—,Xy_1, X/+i>"'>xiJ> whose coefficient
in the expansion of oMis nonzero. Then by (54), dipldxt = 0 for i ?tthat
is,
i^eF, but then <pis of degree p — 1, e Q *_x in contradiction with the fact that
f>e Q*. Hence (A^)A is truncated in Xj for every j.

Lemma 5.2. Let Q bean admissible subalgebra of W„,and let A be a derivation
of Q such that (Q*)A £ Q*, p = 0,
p - 1. Tntn r/iere exists an element e
in (W„)x such that Qt e £ Q1; and" such rftai ffie projection of eAt —(Aj)A on Q0
is zero for i = 1,

Proof.

By assumption, we have

(55)

(A,)A= i
j =i

+

0 = 1,-,»),

where af in Qj has zero projection on Q0, and the matrix E = (e0) is in F„.
Let D = (dij) be a matrix in F„ such that the vector
d=(i

dijXj,--,

i

dnJx\

is in Qt; then again by assumption, (d)A e Q*,
(56)

(d)A=(i

\j=i

gljXj,-,£

j=i

gnjx\+ß,
/

where the first vector is in Qu and ß in Q* has zero projection on Qx. Then we

can write (dAk)A= Z/=1 dJk(Aj)A also as the sum, (o^AA*+ d((Ak)A). Substituting (55) and (56) in these expressions, we obtain the equation

£ <V;A + m= 2 gikAt+ E ekJdwA„+ y,
where y, >/in Q* have zero projection on Q0. Since the A^are linearly independent
over F, we conclude that for 1 ^ k ^ n,
n

(57)

£

(d;ii

- ekj d„7)=

(p = 1, •••, n).

That is, letting

e = ( S enX],-~, I e,„x,) ,
\;«=i

7= 1

/
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relation (57), by (1), expresses the fact that ed e QX.Since d was arbitrary, we have
eQi = 6i> and moreover by (55), eAf —(A,)A has zero projection on Q0. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
As the algebras R and R2 are, by Theorem 3.1, clearly both admissible, we may
apply to them the above two lemmas. But before doing so, we now establish
certain specific properties of these algebras which will be needed for the main
result of this section.

Lemma 5.3. // ee(lfp„)1 is such that
Proof.

then eeR.

We can assume that, modulo R,
e = (au •■■,ap„),

where the components a-, are all homogeneous polynomials of degree one in Um.
Suppose e ^ 0, and let the index i be maximal with the property that at ^ 0. If
i # p", let r be minimal with the property that (t + 1), ^ 0. Then by assumption,
the product Ere is in R, where Er is given by (22). But for j > i + i the ./'-components
of Ere are zero, while its (i + l)-component is equal to (i + l)ra, in U„, in contra-

diction with Lemma 3.2.
Suppose next that ap„ ^ 0, and let the function {N„,k} = t # 0 on e for some
fixed index k ^ JY0,•••,#„• Then there exists an r for which kr + p — 1. Now the
"diagonal" vector v in RX whose associated matrix is Ar0,has by (7), {i,i} = ir,
{>J} = 0 for i #Thus
by (1), the function {N„,k} on the product ev is given by
t(kr — (N„)r) = t(kr + 1) ^ 0. Again by Lemma 3.2, ev cannot be in R, and this
contradiction implies that e = 0, as required.

Lemma 5.4. In the algebra R, the set of indices J = {N„,N0,Ni, •••,N„_1}
fulfills the following three conditions:

(i) d jtOeR, dANj= 0 (j = 0,-,n)^deRo.
(ii) d # 0 e Rr, for r < m =>d = 2Zdj with dJ in Rr truncated in Zj.
(iii) If d =^0 in Rr is truncated in Zj, and if dANi= 0 for all Nt in a subset H
of J, Nj$H, then there exists an element c in Rr+l with d = cANj, cANi = 0 for

for all Nt in H.
Proof. Property (i) follows from Lemma 3.2. Now clearly, the maximum
degree m of R is equal to the maximum degree (n +1) (p— 1) of polynomials in C„.
If d in R is homogeneous of degree r <m, then by Theorem 3.2, d is a linear
combination over F of derivations D^j), where each monomial aSj of degree
r < m in C„ is necessarily truncated in Zß for some 0 ^ p — n, (j>j= dij/jIdZ^,

il/jin C„. Hence by (35), £>,(<£,)
= Ad^A^, and £>,(<£.,)
is truncated in Z„. Thus R
has property (ii).
To prove that (iii) holds in R, let d be truncated in Zj. Again by Theorem 3.2,
express d as the sum of basis derivations D^,), where all polynomials 0, in C„
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are necessarily truncated in Z,. Moreover if dANll= 0 for a subset H of J, by (35),
d^t/dZp = 0 for / = 1, •••.p", all p with Nu in H. Expand
as

«p,o+ <pnZj + ••• + 4>ip-2zp 2,

for $fp in C„, dfi^jdZ^ = d^^jdZj = 0, all p with iVwin H, i =

p". Then if

p-i

AC/OA*,= DM) for i = l, -,p",and D^A^

= 0 for all JY„in //, by (35),so

that e = Ef^D^'Ai) is the required element in R.
If n + 2 = 0 (p), it is clear that properties (i) and (ii) hold for the set of indices J
in the algebra R2. On the other hand, (iii) is valid only in a weakened form. The
above argument, associating to an element d truncated in Z,-,and with dAN = 0, JV,,

in H, an element e in R2 with d = eANj and eA^ = 0, holds if and only if the
polynomial (f>1is not of degree m — 1. Indeed if d = D^dZjdZj), no element e
in R2 can be found with the required properties. We can therefore state

Lemma 5.5. In the algebra R2 ^ R, the set of indices J = {N„,N0,---,Nn-i}
fulfills conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.4 as well as a third condition

(iii)' If ^ = 0,(0!) + S^Dy^u)
is in R2, and d is truncated in Zj with
dANl= 0 for all AT(in a subset H of J, and if degree <j>x
< m —1, then there
exists an e in R2 with eANi= 0 for all Nt in H, and such that d = eANj.
Lemma 5.6.

In the algebras R orR2, if d is an element such that

(58)
then de Rm, where m is the maximum degree of R.

Proof. Let (58) hold for an element

d= ED^)

±0

in R. Without loss of generality we can assume d in Rs for some s g m. We suppose
s <m and arrive at a contradiction.
If (j)pn= 0, by (37) through successive multiplications by elements in Rx we
obtain a derivation whose p"-component is nonzero. Let us therefore assume

</>
= 4y * o.
Case I. Suppose 0 ^ </>
e F[Z„ ]. If fv is an arbitrary polynomial in F[ZV],
0=
n — 1, consider the product dDNn(fv).By Theorem 3.2, it is easily verified

that

(59)
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Since dx = 0 for all x in R2, putting/,, = Z2, it follows from (59) that 2<j>Nv
= (#/5Z„) Zv for 0 ^ v ^ n - 1. But then, letting/, = Zv, we obtain from (59),

Since clearly s ^ 0, (d(j>/dZn)Zv is nonzero and not in F[ Z„ ], and we are reduced to

Case II.

Suppose </>£F[Zn]. Let p^ n - 1 be such that d<j>jdZu= $¥=0.

Since is of degree s —l^m —2, ^ZaZx ^ 0 for some 0 —a,x — n. We will now
show the product dDNit(Z„Zx)to be nonzero. Indeed, by Theorem 3.2, we see that
DNn((j))DNJZaZt)has its p"-component equal to ^ZJZX # 0. For j < Nn, consider
the remaining products

(60)

D0j)DN.(Z,ZJ.

If there is no v for which j + Nß —JVT= N„, the above expression clearly belongs
10
While if j = Nn-Nll + Ny = p" + p,t-p\ write

(61)

; = [p-l,---,p-l,0,-,0,p-l,--,pp

1]

(p<v<n),

V

then ju + (N^n = p —2, and it follows by Theorem 3.2 that expression (60) is

equal to a derivation D/i/v) also in Lp„_1, since j*< N„. Thus the p"-component
of the product dDN(Z^Zz) is nonzero, in contradiction with our hypothesis,
and d must belong to Rm as required. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The main result of this section is now relatively easy to establish.
Theorem 5.1. Every derivation of R over F is inner.
Proof. Let A be a derivation of R. Owing to Lemma 5.1, we can assume that
(R*)A sR* for p = 0,---,p — 1, and that (A;)A is truncated in xt for all indices i.
We show by induction that for / = 0,1,
there exist elements a3 in

R* such that the derivation of R
satisfies

(62)

öj = A +ad(aJ)

(A*„)5'= 0

(p = 0,-,j).

For j = 0, since (Ajy0)Ais truncated in Z0, by condition (iii) of Lemma 5.4, there
exists an element a0 in R* with (Ajy0)A= a0A/v0in R*. Assume the existence of
such aJ for j£k, k = 0. Since akeR\*, (R*)ök^R* for p = 0,-,p-l.
By
(62), (ANa)5k= 0 for u = 0,-,fc, so that
0 = (ANANk+l)ök = ((AWk+1)5*)AW(i

(p. = 0,-,/c).

Since (Ajvk+1)5*is truncated in Zk+1, condition (ii) of Lemma 5.4 ensures the
existence of an element ak+1 in Rf with

**+1AÄfc+1
- (ANk+l)ö\

fl^V

=0

(ji = 0,.»,fc).
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Let ak + 1 = ak + ak+1. Then 5k+1 = A + ad (a*+1) satisfies condition (62) for
p = 0,
k + 1 and the induction is valid. Let Ö"= A. Then A = A, and

(ANj)Ä
=0

0 = 0, •••,»»).

Since for fcarbitrary, we have

0 = (ANjAk)A~
= [jAk)K-]ANj (J = 0,•••,»),
it follows by condition (i) of Lemma 5.4 that (Ak)AeR0 for k = 1,••■,p".Since
a"gR* (R*)Ä£ R* for p = 0,l,—,p—1, and applying Lemma 5.2 to the
derivation Ä, we know there exists an element e in (Wpn)iwith Rte £ Rt and
eAk = (A,)A

By Lemma 5.3 emustbeinRj

(k = l,-,pB).

and if we let

A* = Ä + ad(e),
A* = A, (At)A*= 0 for fc= l,-,pB and (R*)A*£ R* for p = 0,1,-,p

- 1.

We show by induction that (RP)A*= 0 for all p < p. We know this to be true
for p = 0 and we assume it for all p _ r < p —1, r _ 0. Then

(R,+A)A* = ((Rr+1)A*)A,
=0

(i - 1, -,p"),

so that (Rr+1)A*£R0. If r + 1 < p, r + 1 ^0 (mod p), and this is impossible
unless (Rr+1)A* = 0. The induction is thus valid for all p < p.
Let d be arbitrary in Rm, where m is the maximum degree of R. Then certainly

(58) holds for d. Since (Rt)A* = (R2)A*= 0, applying A* to both sides of relation
(58), we obtain, letting d=(d)A*,

dad(ß)= d^f\ ad(a()J
ad(ß)= 0
(all a, in Ru ß in R2, r >t 1).
Owing to Lemma 5.6, we can conclude that d is in Rm. If d # 0, there exists a
suitable sequence of m partial differential operators Amsuch that

*n
1=1

But then
m

d in= l a„
is in R0 and is not mapped into zero by A*. This contradiction implies that

(d)A*= 0 for all d in Rm.Assume(d)A*= 0 for all d in Rk, for k = m, and let c
be in Rk-i- Then by properties (ii), (iii) of Lemma 5.4 we can write
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c = Z CjAN],
J=o
with Cj necessarily in Rk, so that (c)A* = 0. The induction is therefore valid on
—k, and A* maps R on zero. Thus A* = 0 and AsO. This completes the proof of
the theorem(7).
Theorem 5.2. If n + 2 = 0 (mod p), the algebra of outer derivations of R2
over F is at most (n + l)-dimensional.

Proof. If n + 2 = 0 (mod p), Z is of degree (n + 1) (p —1) = 1 (mod p) and
it follows from Lemma 4.2 that

R2 = Rf + R* + R*2+
where v3f is spanned by all Dj(<j)),with </>
a monomial in C„ of degree = 1 (mod p),
j = 1,
except Di(Z). Since J?2is admissible it follows as before by Lemma 5.1
that any derivation of R2 is congruent to a derivation A with (R*)A £ R* for

p = 0, 2,—,p —1, (^t)A £ .fi* and with (Af)Atruncated in x; for i = 1,
Let Fdenote the subspace of derivations A of R2 with these properties. In particular
then, if Ae V, we can write, for p = 0,

(63)

(VM-VH(^+»^+£«».

for suitable unique Awin F, and polynomials 0,,
in C„, the latter all of degree
g m — 1. Let F0 denote the subspace of V spanned by all A for which the coefficients Xpin (63) vanish for p = 0,
n. Then clearly,

dim V—dim V0^ n + 1,
and the lemma follows once we show that every derivation in V0 is inner. By
substitutingR* fori?* Lemma 5.5 for Lemma 5.4, and an arbitrary A in V0 to
the derivation A in the proof argument of Theorem 5.1, it follows as before that
A = 0, and we have the required result.
Corollary.
//pjfn + 2, the p2n+1-dimensional algebras R are new for all
n^i (p2r + 2r - 1), r St 1. If p\n + 2, the (p2n+1 - \)-dimensional algebras R2
are new for all n.

Proof. The simple p2n+^dimensional Albert-Zassenhaus algebras(8) generalized by Block in [3] are shown there to possess an outer derivation algebra of
dimension 2n over F. This class, which includes—for the value m = 1—the
(7) The known fact (cf. [7]) that every derivation of W„ over F is inner follows in a similar
way from Lemmas 5.1., 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, the last three of which remain valid if we substitute fV„
for both Ifp„and R, and replaceZj by xj for; in the set/now given by {l, •••,«}.

(») Cf. [12], [1].
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simple mp2n+'-dimensional algebras of Jennings and Ree denned in [8], is thus
distinct from the class of algebras R.
Now the mp*-dimensional algebras of [8] are denned for 1 ^ m < k, and
may share the dimensionality of R for m = pr < k with 2n + 1 = r + k> p' + r,
r —0. The same situation arises with the Kaplansky algebras(9), which are also
mp*-dimensional and defined for 1 ^ m —k. When these are restricted, they
become the Jacobson-Witt algebras Wk(10). Whether for k = m = pr and
In + 1 = pr + r (with r necessarily even, since p > 2) R is isomorphic to
Wprremains an open question. But if m <k, we now show that the outer
derivation algebras of members of the above two classes are at least
(k - m)-dimensional.
For 1 - m < k the simple mpk-dimensional algebras of [8] and those of [9] share
the following schematized definition and will be alluded to jointly asSmt. Let Em+1
be an (m + l)-dimensional vector space over F, and Gk be an elementary p-group
of order pk. Then Smik is spanned over F by elements (xx,<x) with <xeGk and
xxeEx, where for every a in Gk, Ex is a specific m-dimensional subspace of Em+1.
If xx,yxeEx,fi(xx,a)

+ v(ya,a.) = (p.xx + vyx,<x) for all p, v in F. Multiplication

within Sm k is given by
(64)

(xa,a) o(yß,ß)

= (z,a + ß),

z = g(xx,ß)yß - g(yß,cc)xx,

where g(x,ß) is a bi-additive function on £m+1x Gt to F (with, in particular,
g(x,0) = 0, all x in Em+1) and specific additional properties for each of the two
classes which insure, in particular, that z eEx+ß(11).
Now if d is any additive function on Gk to F, the mapping
(65)

(xx,a) -> d(a) (xx,a)

(xx <=£x,<xe Gk),

is a derivation of Sm t, and by (64) is inner if and only if

d(<*)= -g(yo,a)
for some fixed y0 in E0. Since there are k linearly independent additive functions
on Gk to F, the space of outer derivations of Smikwith property (65) is (k —m)dimensional, and it follows that R is not isomorphic to members of either class

for m<k.
(9) Cf. [9], [10].
(10) Cf. [11].
(!') Although relation (5.0.5) of [8] is more general than (64), the simple algebras considered
in that paper all belong to a class ^e for which (5.0.5) reduces directly to (64) (cf. §7 of [8]).
As for the algebras of [9], their basis over F can be given by elements (;'. a) for i=l,
m,
aeGk, with (/, a) o (;",ß) = hiß) (/, a + ß) — A/a) (/, a + ß), where the ht are m linearly
independent additive functions on Gk to F(with additional properties). If for coefficients A(in F

we let ZjixAiO'.a) = (A,a), with A = (Ah
AJ in Em, and Y^LiA,/i|(a)= ^(A,a), all a in
C),, we obtain relation (64) in the special instance where E„ = Em for all a in G*.
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Let p| n +2. Block has shown in [2] that his class of (p2n+1 — l)-dimensional
simple algebras, which includes those of Albert in [1] and Jennings and Ree in
[8] sharing the same dimensionality(12), has an outer derivation algebra which
is exactly (2n + l)-dimensional over F, and we can thus conclude by Theorem 5.2
that this class does not contain R2.

6. Cartan decomposition. We select the following monomials of C„, defined
for every index i:

(66)

Mi= zg-(io+1)zr(,1+1) -zs:(1i"-i+1)zBt(0

where t(j'), the exponent of z„, is defined uniquely by the relations
0gT(i)^p-l,

(67)

t(0 ■ I

(i„ + 1) + 1

(mod p).

m= 0

Then the degree of nt is St 1 for all i. In particular for i Nk, the degree of M(is
St 2; while for i = Nk, nNk= Zk for k = 0,1,
To simplify the notation, we let
(68)

Ik = DNk(nNk)= DNk(Zk)

(k = 0,1,-,n).

We prove
Theorem 6.1. Let H be the subspace of R spanned by the vectors £>,(«;)for
i = l,"-,p", where tj, are monomials in C„ given by (66), (67). Then H is an
abelian Cartan subalgebra of R.
Proof. We start by showing that H is abelian. Indeed consider the product
D^n^Dp)}). Applying Theorem 3.2, we see at once that for all k = i +j —Np,
0 ^ p ^ n, the polynomial i/fpgiven by (27) vanishes, as required. Suppose that

for polynomials 4>im C„>

(69)

d=

SDf(^)

is an element in R with the property that

(70)

dH S H.

It is easy to establish by elementary computation from Theorem 3.2 that for

all <pin C„,
(71)

Df(*)/*= D,#*)

(fc= 0,1,-■-,„),

with
(12) The m(j)k — l)-dimcnsional algebras of [8], defined for 1 g m < k, share the dimensionality of R2 only for m = 1, k = 2n + 1. For suppose p2n + i — 1 = w(pk — 1), then
2n+ 1 =sk for an integer 5 St 3 if m ^ 1. But then the requirement p2n+1 — 1 < k(pk— 1)

=>p3k < kpk which is impossible.
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^k = WkZk + (i* + i)(t>

(fc < n)'

(72)

It follows from (69), (70), (71), (72), that «pt= /L,ij,for Xtin F, d is in H, and H is a
Cartan subalgebra of R. As an obvious corollary we have

Corollary.

If n +2 = 0 (mod p) the subspaceRof R2, spanned by all Dfad

except D1(Z), is a Cartan subalgebra

of R2.

Denoting by Gn+1 the p-group of order pn+1 whose elements can be represented
by vectors = (a0,--,an) with components a, in the prime field Fp, we prove

Theorem 6.2. The Cartan decomposition of R with respect to H is given by
R = S^L,, where the roots ccin Gn+l are additive functions on H to F with

(73)

«(Ik) = otk (k = 0,1,-,n);

a^n,))

= 0 (i*N0,-,N„).

The subspace Lx is p"-dimensional over F and is generated by basis derivations

Dt(U of R, where
(74)

«=0

with the exponents p„ = pß (i) satisfying the constraints 0 £jjp„ ^ p — 1, together
with the congruences, mod p,
rn-l

(75)

pr = ar - (i, + 1)

(r<n);

p„ = a„ +

-i

2 OV
+D+lJ.

Lu = 0

Proof.

We first show that if h is arbitrary in J7, say
n

J =o

where e^eF, and /jeP2 + ■" + Rm is strictly nilpotent, we have

(76)

DIU M«) - a(n)]*= DiU ad(h)1

(fc^ 1).

For k = 1, we compute by Theorem 3.2 the product

(77)

DIU i ejIJ= D,(U ad(h-h).
j=0

Owing to (74), (75), this is seen to be

(78)

(£

w)z)J(U = «('»)A«.1).

Hence (76) certainly holds for k = 1. Assume it holds for some fixed k ^ 1. Then
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HU l"d(h)- *{h)

= DIU ad(hf+l

+ DiiUad^fladih-h)-^)].
Now since H is abelian, the second expression on the right is equal to

DIU [°d(h - ft)- a(«)] ad(h)k,
which by (77), (78) vanishes. Hence the induction is valid and (76) holds for all
fcStl. In particular, since the maximum degree of R is m = (n + l)(p —1),

ad(h)m+1= 0, so that for fc= m + 1,
Lx \ad(h) - a(h) f = 0 (all a in Gn+l, all h in H).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary.

If n + 2e0

(mod p), the decomposition of R2 with respect to ft

is given by R2 = E^o^« + RBibliography
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